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A Different Way to Learn
After a week of Holy Family Catholic School faculty teaching from
home, principal Mrs. Ann Walters was pursuing other avenues of
teaching. She learned of an online platform – RingCentral – from
our second grade teacher, Mrs. Maureen Szostek. The next week,
Mrs. Walters and the teachers dug into learning about how to use

RingCentral to communicate with parents and students more
effectively. RingCentral is an integrated communication system that
will allow the teachers to create specific classroom teams with the

ability to send and receive homework, teach via video conferencing
and pre-record lessons, and communicate via instant messaging. 



Entering the fourth week of RingCentral, our students are thrilled to
be able to see their classmates and teachers in real time. For our
teachers, being able to record the live sessions helps families that

do not have multiple devices for distance learning.  We are grateful
for the partnership with our parents in our efforts to provide their

children with a quality Catholic education.



Immaculate Conception Catholic School students, families,
staff, and supporting parishes had to pull up an Online
Learning Community by the bootstraps in a matter of
hours!  We would like to give a MAJOR SHOUT OUT all

around to everyone who has pitched in so that learning
through the lens of faith can continue during these difficult
times.  With Our Lady’s intercession, everyone has had an
incredible amount of new learning ranging from Google
Classrooms, to the lesson at hand, to fitting into newly-

created routines, to having that special home-based
spiritual time as a family.  And don’t forget the exercise and
the fun that remains a part of developing the whole person!



We love our new benches that have been installed on the
playground while we’ve been away, giving us hope for the

new year.   By the way, we also took a moment to
recognize Tina Jezek who was supposed to go to

Baltimore this month as she was named a national Learn,
Lead, Proclaim teacher by the National Catholic Education

Association!



We are building blocks
for the future with our

PreK, Zooming right
along with our teachers,

taking the time to
reflect on our Lord’s
Passion through the
creation of an online

Stations of the Cross via
Google Slides, and for

sure, WE MISS
EVERYONE!!

Everyone at Our Lady’s School SALUTES the valiant efforts
of our school, localities, nation, and world as we continue

the New Normal.  We will remain in prayer while
remembering that we are all in this together with our

eyes Focused on Jesus!  #TEACHON!!







At SAS we are continuing our mission of Spirituality, Academics
and Service during this new normal.  We open our daily home-

based learning with morning prayer, filmed by our students
from their homes. Our students have the opportunity to

virtually attend our weekly school Mass, followed by an 8th
grade student leading us with a Gospel Reflection. We are

virtually praying our monthly Rosaries together, opening up the
opportunity for our parishioners to pray with us.



“During this time of in-home learning our family has been graced
by opportunities to make family memories and simply just be

together as a family. In addition to distance learning, the teachers
at Saint Andrew Catholic School have encouraged us to focus on
our family and strengthen our domestic church at this time. Our

family has served others by making Easter crosses and also sharing
the image and message of the Divine Mercy, delivering to

mailboxes by hand, or via mail to family, friends and neighbors. We
deeply miss our parish and school but have found comfort in our

family prayer space and praying the Rosary on family outdoor
adventures.” Summer Riney (SAS Alum and parent to 2nd grade

student Molly and 4th grade student Sean.)



SAS 8th grade student Bridget Battenfield summed it up this way: “I
miss seeing my friends in the hallways and talking to them during
free time. I am disappointed that track, softball and baseball were

canceled mid-season. I am sad that, as an eighth grader, I may
miss out on events such as graduation. But, I understand the

situation and I am trying to make the best of it. God has blessed
me and my family with good health and that is what is important

right now.”





A Honor Roll students for the second
quarter were recognized.  Great job for

maintaining grades of 94 and above!

Sister Marie
shares with our

students and
staff the many

traditions
celebrated

during Lunar
New Year.

Our Boys Basketball
Tournament began with a

win on the first day.  Coach
Vasquez and his players took

home a win of 39 points
versus St. Rita. JPG



Nolan
Catholic High

School
hosted
Middle

School Night. 

We had a special
guest, Leo

Vaughn's Jr.
MED, he came to

share his
wisdom about
Black History

Month



Ms. Zlaket and her students
celebrated Student Appreciation Day
with a class camp out! They brought

in sleeping bags, their stuffed
animals, and read their favorite

books
Event Coordinator
Lam Tran pictured

with Dariela Santos. 
 spearheaded the

2020 C'EST
L'AMOUR Gala!

Kindergarten and 1st
grade after Ash

Wednesday Mass. 
 They were excited to

learn about the
importance of Lent.















Our students and faculty have been
working hard on their distance learning.

Students also connect through a Monday
morning video prayer service. Mrs. Price
records these from her home and then
posts them to our school website.  We
also encourage our families to watch a
live stream of Wednesday Mass from 

St. Joseph Parish. 
















